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Introduction

• Project funded by ACE Museum Resilience Fund
• Aim – secure sustainable future for archaeological 

archives
• Run by Wiltshire Museum

– SW Museum Development Partnership, SW Museums 
Federation, SW Historic Environment Teams / Association of 
Local Government Archaeological Officers in the SW, Historic 
England, the Chartered Institute for Archaeology Archives 
Group, the Society of Museum Archaeologists and the 5 largest 
archaeological contractors active in the South WestDesignated 
collections

• Appointed Kate Fernie and Paddy McNulty as consultants



Is there a crisis?

• Has been a crisis for 20 years – is it really a 
crisis?

• Lots happening
– Historic England
– Society for Museum Archaeology
– Chartered Institute for Archaeologists
– Arts Council England
– DCMS – Museums Review
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Just how much?



Just how much?
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A risk for contractors



Plenty of space?



Missed opportunities





Recommendations



Costs



Box storage costs

Source: Lorraine Mepham, Wessex Archaeology



Based on what?

• None: e.g. museum core-funded, or volunteer-run
• HE rate
• Review of charges by other museums to find acceptable baseline
• Increased charges to cover staff salaries

Most probably below rate of full cost recovery



Comparison of costs
DeepStore Wiltshire

Museum
Wessex
Archaeology

Annual storage £76.30 £132 £104

10 years storage £763
£1353* £1320

£1040
£1356†

DeepStore figures from HE Report by Claire Tsang, Wiltshire 
Museum and Wessex Archaeology own figures
*with addition of access costs @£1 per box
† with addi on of staff costs







Costing Calculator Bespoke Costing

File types / technologies Well-known
Complex or newer technologies (laser scanning, 
photogrammetry, 3D, Audio-visual etc.)

File numbers 300 files or fewer Any number of files

File sizes Smaller individual files Any file size

Geophysics 100ha of geophysics or less Any size of geophysics

Start-up fee £200

Costing for digital data

• Small evaluation/watching brief: £250-£300
• Medium-sized geophysics project: £500
• Large infrastructure project: £1000+



Next steps

• Working with Wessex Archaeology on small scale 
study to look at business model for shared 
storage
– Potential to work with National Museums
– Role that large infrastructure projects could play

• Costs for digital archiving 
– Looking at our own pile of CDs
– Could we put in for an HLF project for museums in 

SW?
• Scope extent of digital archive



National Collections Centre

• Science Museum, Wroughton
• New build to replace Blythe House



Transfer of Title



Transfer of Title

• Securing ToT an issue for museums
– Changes in land ownership during development 

process

• When should ToT be signed?
• Commissioned a brief on the issues
• Advice from a QC funded by Historic England
• Implications being reviewed



Written Schemes of Investigation



CiFA standard and guidance: archaeological excavation (2014)
relevant points for archaeological archives

g) general and specific research aims of 
the project 

i) collection and disposal strategy for 
artefacts, ecofacts, and all paper, graphic 
and digital materials

m) publication and dissemination 
proposals, detailing how the needs of 
different relevant audiences will be met 

n) copyright 

o) archive deposition, including 
wherever possible identification of a 
recipient museum or other repository 
and its requirements 

p) timetable 

t) a statement on public engagement 
and participation tailored to the project 

u) a statement on the research value of 
the results, referencing the success of 
the project in achieving its initial or 
other research aims with reference to 
published research frameworks or 
agenda where available 

z) monitoring procedures 



Guidance

• Draft guidance working with ALGAO SW
– 10 key points
– Detailed guidance based on good practice
– Recommendations for each collecting area
– Round table meetings to look at next steps, where 

appropriate
• Draft just published on Seeing the Light of Day 

website
• Development of OASIS (HERALD) will facilitate 

communication



What should we do in SW?

1. Site archive reflects the collection 
policies of the receiving museum and is 
set out in the WSI. 

2. WSI contains reference to the nature of 
the archive to be created – artefactual, 
hardcopy and digital data.

3. WSI includes a timetable for reporting, 
and archive deposition.

4. WSI includes the museum accession or 
reference number – to enable early 
consultation with the receiving museum 
ensuring collection and retention policies 
are complied with.

5. WSI includes the OASIS reference 
number.

6. Archaeology Data Service (or another 
TDR)  is the repository for all digital data.

7. Reports are uploaded to OASIS.

8. WSI contains reference to the 
arrangements for transfer of title for any 
artefacts

9. WSI facilitates notification of the 
Development Management 
Archaeologist by the archaeological 
contractor of the deposition of the site 
archive.  

10. Potential for organising appropriate 
public outreach is included within the 
WSI.



Other stuff



Research Charter

• Message for Museums – show you are open 
for business!



Capital Funding

• Background and case studies
– Section 106
– Community Infrastructure Levy



Mendoza Review



Shaping the Future of Museums: 
the Mendoza Review

F. The closer involvement of Historic England
HE is the Arm’s Length Body responsible for England’s historic 
environment. Through its licensing agreement with the 
English Heritage Trust, this includes ultimate responsibility for 
34 museums. It will play a more active role in the sector and:
– 26. Work with ACE and HLF to review the maintenance and 

conservation issues for museums located within listed 
buildings, and how best to support them.

– 27. Work with key stakeholders to produce 
recommendations for DCMS early in 2018, which will 
improve the long-term sustainability of the archaeological 
archives generated by developer-funded excavations.

November 2017



Historic England

• Working group
– ACE, ALGAO, BM, CIfA, FAME, HS2, Receiver of 

Wrecks, SMA, Seeing Light of Day

• Preparing a response to DCMS
– storage issues
– archive transfer/deposition fees
– digital curation. 
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